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In addition to being an excellent multimedia component of the lesson , recording audio or video is a way to let
the students take home something they can be proud to share. Then begin a new rhyme with the third line. A
refrain is a group of lines that remains the same and is repeated throughout the song. To write your own rap,
begin with your topic. Explore our beats now. A sample music rubric is provided below. This lesson combines
skills from the previous vocabulary and figurative language lessons to get kids telling stories through rhyme.
This lesson plan will allow your students to follow the same process we used when creating The Word Up
Project. The Basics of Classroom Recording After your students have written their masterpieces, it would be a
shame not to record them for posterity. Keep repeating this rhyming pattern. Make your students educational
rap stars and share their lyrics or recordings with us. You must say it to a beat with your partner. Music Rubric
: Level 4 - The student exceeds assignment requirements. The beat can be different in different lines.
Tomorrow you will perform it and turn in your lyrics. Further Academic Rhyme-Writing Tips If your students
are hooked and want to learn more about developing their rhymes, figurative language and wordplay in the
name of rap, send them over to the hip-hop section of our site. Share the Wordplay with Us We love to hear
what your students are writing. It doesn't have to be part of just the language arts curriculum. Lines one and
two rhyme with each other; but not with the other lines. Classroom Recording Introduction Guide your
students to develop higher-order thinking skills through high-interest writing. Basic Rhyme Writing for
Memorization First things first. Click the icon to obtain the free Reader. Writing Rhymes to Master
Vocabulary As powerful as they are for remembering content, rhymes are equally impressive for learning and
mastering new vocabulary. Email us at info flocabulary. Procedure: "Raps are talk songs. The Drug Free Rap
in.


